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2D digital ro le ro ector

This 2D measuring system is the result of 30 years 
of experience in metrology by vision 
 

You drop it, you measure it! 

 
Recognition of the item and automatic selection of the corresponding  
measuring program. 
 
Control of workpieces regardless of their position 
and orientation in the control area. 
 
Increased accuracy, reproducibility and objectivity of measurements, 
while reducing the control time. 
 
Recording and statistical analysis of measurements 
optimize traceability and quality control. 
 

Within one second  



ICM 2D
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Speci�cations & features

Structure: 
 

x Rugged aluminum structure allowing «close to production line» use 
x Bi-telecentric lens for very accurate full-field measurements 
x Optional X motorized axis (200, 400 or 600 mm) 
x X axis encoder resolution: 0.5 µm 

 

Measuring capacities: 
 

 Zoom position 
1 2 3 4 

Field of view 67.6 x 56.5mm 33.8 x 28.3mm 16.9 x 14.1mm 8.4 x 7.1mm 

(
the FOV 

±5µm ±2.5µm ± 3.1 µm ±0.7µm 
 

 ICM D2P 200 ICM D2P 400 ICM D2P 600 
Max. measuring 

ranges with X axis 
200 x 67.6 mm 400 x 67.6 mm 600 x 67.6 mm 

XY u (  ( m ( mm  

 

Vision: 
 

x 5 MPX color high definition digital camera  
x Motorized bi-telecentric zoom lens (4 indexed positions) 
x Programmable lighting devices: 

x Episcopic lighting (white LED) 
x Diascopic collimated lighting (LED) 
x Optional 3 in 1 motorized lighting (surface, low angle, dark field)  

x Magnifications x7 to x56 (for guidance with full screen display 24’’) 
 

Computer: 
 

x CPU INTEL Core I5, Memory 8 Go, HDD 250 Go mini 
x 24’’ LCD Screen 
x Windows 10 / 64 bits 

  
ICM suite software: 

 

The ICM D2P machine is provided with the «ICM Suite» software, including  
control of parts, reporting, and follow up of the control device.  

 

Optional configuration & accessories: 
 

x 5 MPX Camera with single field of view up to 67 x 56 mm 
x 20 MPX Camera with single field of view up to 120x80 mm 
x Motorized rotary axis 
x Mounting with integrated lighting for measuring long profiles parts or pipes 

 
Conditions of use: 

 

x Power supply: 120 or 220 V, 50 or 60 Hz, 500 VA 
x Temperature range to ensure measuring accuracy: 20 ±1°C 
x Usage temperature: 15 to 35°C 


